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"Don't worry, I won't try anything... Even though I want to."
Emily Johnson needs this job. What she doesn't need, is all the aggravation that comes with being the
assistant of the world's most eligible bachelor.

25-year-old billionaire Adrian Kingston, Emily's boss, is known for being difficult. He works late at night
and early in the day - and expects his assistant to do the same. The only thing he does for fun is, well,
women. The spoiled, wealthy playboy gets whatever he wants from whomever he wants.

Some mornings, women swing in and out of his office, one after the other. And as if he couldn't get enough
girls, he even tosses his flirtation and sexual innuendo Emily's way.

Good thing Emily knows how to keep her priorities straight. A flirty, devastatingly handsome boss? His
jealous girlfriends? Her demanding workload? Emily has enough on her plate! She really doesn't need all the
headache. What she doesn't understand though, is this:

Why does Adrian seem to need her?

After all, Emily Johnson, while beautiful, is not exactly Adrian's usual type. What could he possibly want
with her? Is this just another game played by a bored, rich billionaire trying to win the only girl who has the
guts to tell him 'No?' Or could Adrian Kingston really be falling in love with The Assistant?

*A sweet, sexy contemporary romance for new adults.
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From reader reviews:

Charles Beaudoin:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important act, like
looking for your favorite e-book and reading a book. Beside you can solve your condition; you can add your
knowledge by the book entitled The Assistant. Try to face the book The Assistant as your friend. It means
that it can for being your friend when you sense alone and beside associated with course make you smarter
than ever. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you far more confidence because you can
know every little thing by the book. So , let me make new experience and knowledge with this book.

Dewey Newkirk:

What do you consider book? It is just for students since they are still students or the idea for all people in the
world, the particular best subject for that? Only you can be answered for that query above. Every person has
various personality and hobby per other. Don't to be obligated someone or something that they don't wish do
that. You must know how great and important the book The Assistant. All type of book is it possible to see
on many resources. You can look for the internet sources or other social media.

Rachel Glidewell:

Now a day individuals who Living in the era just where everything reachable by talk with the internet and
the resources inside can be true or not require people to be aware of each information they get. How people
have to be smart in having any information nowadays? Of course the solution is reading a book. Reading
through a book can help individuals out of this uncertainty Information especially this The Assistant book
because book offers you rich info and knowledge. Of course the data in this book hundred percent guarantees
there is no doubt in it you probably know this.

Denise Wentzel:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The fitness of the world makes the information simpler to
share. You can find a lot of references to get information example: internet, magazine, book, and soon. You
can observe that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. The book that recommended to your
account is The Assistant this publication consist a lot of the information with the condition of this world
now. This kind of book was represented so why is the world has grown up. The vocabulary styles that writer
value to explain it is easy to understand. The particular writer made some exploration when he makes this
book. That's why this book appropriate all of you.
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